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Logging in to Argus Direct

Click “remember me on this computer” to stay signed in for seven days.

Language can be changed here.

Non-subscribers can find more about Argus Direct by clicking on “More info”.
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Your home page

Once signed in, you are directed to the homepage. This is a selection of widgets including an overview of your prices and news.

The widgets change depending on what your subscription consists of.

Users may be able to see:
• Prices
• News
• Charts
• Bulletin boards

The height of widgets may also vary, depending on your configuration.
Your home page

The navigation bar can be found at the top of all pages.

Clicking “Home” updates the content in your widgets.

Search is at the top right of all pages.

Key articles appear in the upper section of the news widget.

Clicking “See all” on any widget will direct you to a full page view.

Collapse/expand individual widgets from the top right.
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Publications

Find all publications you are subscribed to under the publication tab. Just click on PDF for the publication and XLS for current prices from the publication.
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Prices

Click “See all” in the price widget or on Prices > Price data in the navigation bar to go to the price page.

The widget on the home page is a window to the price page and provides you with an immediate update on price and price moves.
The price page is focused on providing Argus prices in the most useful way. You can view methodology, history and much more on any prices. You can also easily chart prices or export to Excel.

Click “Add prices” to add any prices you are entitled to.

Click “Edit prices” to order, convert or delete prices.

Tick checkboxes to download prices to Excel.
Prices

Export prices

Select checkboxes on the left of your prices and click on "Export prices" next to the Edit button.

Both current and historical prices are available.
Prices
Concertina

See a quick overview of price attributes and historical values in the concertina by clicking "More".

More information about the price can be found in the concertina.

Click on "Save to my charts" to chart more price history or compare with other prices.

Click on "View methodology" to read about how we assess prices.
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Charts

Add as many charts as you like

Highlight historical prices by hovering over the chart

Click “See all” in the charts widget or on Prices > Charts in the navigation bar to go to the chart page
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Two types of charts are available: **standard** and **spreads**

- **Standard**: Plot up to four prices when selecting the **standard** option.
- **Spreads**: Plot up to two spreads when selecting the **spreads** option.

You can edit or create charts from this page.

Give the chart a name and press save.

You can also convert the units used to chart.
Key stories appear at the top of the News & analysis page.

These are the most recent articles that have been chosen by the editors as “Key”.

Latest news, market commentaries and analysis are displayed in chronological order.

Click on “See all” to see more articles by category.

Receive alerts as soon as relevant news is published or select once a day.

To read an article, click on the title or on “Read more”.
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Filters are available on the left to help you refine the list you are seeing.

Once you have clicked on “See all”, you are redirected to a list view that provides all articles to which you have access.
News & analysis

Filters

Only relevant articles are shown to you after selecting filters

News

08:18 Japanese asphalt production declines in April
Singapore, 11 June (Argus) — Japan produced 242,542t of asphalt in April, down by 29.2pc from a month earlier but up by a slight 2.8pc compared with April last year. Production fell compared with March as buyers built stocks of asphalt ahead of an incre ... Read more

09 Jun 14 BP прекращает производство битума в Испании
Москва, 9 June (Argus) — BP в июле остановит производство битума на своем нефтеперерабатывающем заводе в Испании в связи со значительным сокращением объемов дорожного строительства в стране. Завод BP, расположенный в провинции ... Read more

04 Jun 14 Ecopetrol boosts asphalt sales in Colombia
Bogota, 4 June (Argus) — Colombia’s state-controlled Ecopetrol sold 40,750 tons per month of asphalt in the first quarter, up 51pc from 26,939 t per month in the same period of 2012, the company reported today. Demand is rising on the back of the country’s $23 ... Read more

04 Jun 14 US asphalt exports to Mexico gain momentum
New York, 4 June (Argus) — US sales of asphalt to Mexico jumped 50pc during the first quarter of 2014 compared with the same time last year, according to the US Energy Information Administration (EIA). Asphalt demand in Mexico has improved this year, follow ... Read more

26 May 14 Australia cuts bitumen imports in March
Singapore, 26 May (Argus) — Australia imported 58,600t of bitumen in March, down by 23.8pc from 77,000t a month earlier. Production increased by 12.1pc to 1,885t from 1,681t a month earlier. Trading slowed as some parts of Australia were hit by hes ... Read more

23 May 14 New UK bitumen storage by 2015
23 May (Argus) — Trading company Trafigna will jointly develop a new 20,000t bitumen storage and distribution centre with liquid bulk transportation and storage operator Stolt-Nielsen at Stothaven Terminal’s site at Dagenham, east of London. The new ... Read more

News and Analysis

As part of your Argus Direct subscription, the news and analysis page presents the content published by Argus which you currently subscribe to.

Articles that provide a key insight into the markets are displayed at the top of the page. The news is searchable by date, sector and region.

Argus FMB Potash
Monitors sales, tenders, price trends, freight movements and company news for the global potash markets

Argus conferences
Argus events are thoroughly researched and evolve after extensive consultation with contacts within the energy industry.

Through its analytical news, research and pricing services, Argus is able to identify the most topical issues in the
News & analysis

Article

The selected article is displayed in full on a new page.

The latest articles are shown on the same page in order to navigate easily to the most recent content article is displayed in full on a new page.
Alerts will allow you to forward latest publications, news and prices directly to your email.

Choose between having all publications sent to you, or select several individual ones.

Select the type of news, regions and sectors and choose the time these should be emailed to.

Always save your changes once you are finished.

Navigate to the settings page using the icon below.
Move the most relevant content to the top. Place graphs, fundamentals data, prices tables and news and analysis where you need them.

Change the layout of your screen.
The Profile tab contains all your account information and allows you to independently:

- Change your password
- Select your preferred time zone

To change any other account information, please contact us directly at argusdirectsupport@argusmedia.com

Ensure you save your changes
Argus direct
Web | Mobile | Alerts

Argus Direct is also available through iPad, iPhone and desktop alerts.

Click here for more information
argusmedia.com/direct